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  INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL OF QD SHEAVES

INSTALLATION REMOVAL
1. Make sure the bore of the sheave and the tapered cone 1. Loosen and remove cap screws.

surface of the bushing are free of all the foreign sub- 2. Insert cap screws in tapered removal holes and starting

stances such as paint, dirt, lubricants, etc.  Do not use with bolt farthest from sawnut on bushing, tighten evenly

lubricants on installation. and progressively until sheave is loose on bushing.  If 

2. Assemble bushings and sheave as shown above in Fig- sheaves in Figure 2 are installed with cap screw heads

ures 1 and 2, whichever applies (NOTE: Do not use threaded next to motor, loosen cap screws and use a wedge

holes in BOTH sheave and bushing during installation).  between the bushing and the sheave.

With capscrews loosely inserted, the bushing remains 3. Remove sheave and bushing

fully expanded to assume a sliding fit on the shaft. 

Note:  When installing bushings M thru S, locate the CAUTION:  Excessive or unequal pressure on the jack

extra holes in the hub as far as possible from the screws can break the bushing flange

bushing's saw cut in order to reduce the possibility

of bushing flange breakage. CAUTION:  Do not

use lubricants on screw threads or tapered surfaces

3. With key on shaft, slide sheave assembly to its desired

position with cap screw heads on outside. (Exception:

Some shaft lengths may require the sheaves to be Wrench Wrench Wrench

reversed with the cap screw heads to the inside - see Bushing Torque Length Pull

Figure 2.) (In.-Lbs) (Inches) (Pounds)

4. Line up the sheave assembly and tighten cap screws JA 60 4 15

evenly and progressively to the torque value listed in the SH 108 4 27

table.  Never allow the sheave to be drawn in contact with SDS 108 4 27

the bushing flange.  There should be a gap of 1/8" to 1/4" SDS 108 4 27

between the sheave hub and the bushing flange.  If the gap SK 180 6 30

is closed, the shaft is seriously undersize.

5. Tighten the set screw to hold the key securely on the SF 360 6 60

shaft during operation. E 720 12 60

F 900 12 75

CAUTION:  When mounting a "FUL-GRIP" bushing, the J 1620 12 135

tightening force of the screws is multiplied may times by M 2700 15 180

the wedging action of the tapered surface.  This action 

compresses the bushing for a snug fit on the shaft.  If N 3600 15 240

extreme screw tightening forceor lubricants are applied in P 5400 18 300

mounting the "FUL-GRIP" bushing, bursting pressures will

be created in the hub of the mounted sheave which may

cause it to crack.

Refer to the recommended torque ratings S-FRM - QDBI Rev0


